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Ruling could affect 
some student jobs
By JEFF MCDOWELL
M o n ta n a  K a lm ln  R e p o r te r
The future of student jobs at the 
University of Montana that are paid 
on a monthly basis instead of an 
hourly basis is questionable 
because of a U.S. Supreme Court 
ruling that the federal Fair Labor 
Standards Act does not apply to 
state employes.
Larry Kaul, assistant UM 
Personnel Services director, said the 
ruling affects the student jobs 
because it voids guidelines about 
what jobs are exempt from minimum 
wage regulations.
Kaul said he will be requesting a 
ruling from the state labor 
department about whether student 
jobs exempted under the federal law 
will be exempt under state law. The 
state law closely parallels the federal 
law, except that the federal law is 
much more extensive in defining 
what jobs are exempt, he said.
Kaul said that he has talked with 
labor department staff members and 
that they have indicated that they 
will be asking state Atty. Gen. Mike 
Greely for the ruling. Kaul was 
hesitant about speculating when the 
ruling might be returned.
"It may be one or two months or 
more, depending on the backlog at 
the attorney general's office," he 
said.
Kalmln, ASUM Jobs
Kaul said the ruling will affect jobs 
such as ASUM officers and Kaimin 
editorial positions, which are paid at 
a flat monthly rate. Under federal 
law, jobs that are part of a student's 
“overall educational program” are 
exempt from minimum wage 
requirements. Other jobs which are 
not part of a student’s educational 
program, such as food service 
employes, are not.
An example of a job that may be 
affected involves two UM students, 
Kathleen McLaughlin, junior in 
English, and Glenn Oakley, senior in 
journalism. McLaughlin and Oakley 
applied for a job with the Student 
Action Center to work on a 
newsletter fo r the Flathead 
Coalition, a Kalispell environmental 
group.
They were to earn $100 a month 
each, but the Financial Aids Office 
said the job description was similar 
to a secretarial position, which is 
subject to the minimum wage law.
Unclear Law
Kaul said that because it is not 
clear if the job is subject to the 
minimum wage law, McLaughlin and 
Oakley were not authorized to work 
on the UM payroll. Kaul said that he 
suggested to SAC that McLaughlin 
and Oakley be paid an hourly wage, 
but apparently that was rejected 
because Oakley said that he and 
McLaughlin are currently working as 
volunteers.
Joe Bowen, director of SAC, said 
he will investigate whether to hire 
McLaughlin and Oakley now at $100 
a month or to wait for the ruling 
about the job exemptions. He said 
that if he hires them now they may 
get back pay if the job is not 
exempted.
Bowen said they would each earn 
about $160 a month if they were paid 
the minimum wage. They work 
about 20 hours a week, he said.
Kaul said that for now he has ruled 
that the job is not exempt in order to 
avoid a lawsuit.
Work-study jobs will not be 
affected by the ruling because work- 
study regulations require that 
employes be paid at least the 
minimum wage.
WHAT DO YOU DO ON A WARM DAY? Play baseball, of course. And UM Intramural ball began this week with the 
Stark Ravens meeting the Phi Delta Theta team at the Clover Bowl field. Graduate engineering student Bill Finnegan 
shows excellent form as he connects for a hit while catcher Kerry Irwin, pharmacy junior, and umpire Mike 
Pantallone, education senior, follow the ball. (Montana Kalmln photo by Natalie Hoover.)
■  m o n ta n a
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South Dakotan likely choice 
for academic VP position
University of Montana President 
Richard Bowers has apparently 
offered the post of academic vice 
president to Donald Habbe, dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences at 
the University of South Dakota.
Habbe, in a telephone interview 
Tuesday, acknowledged that he had 
been contacted by Bowers.
“We have been talking,” Habbe 
said, “but we haven’t finalized 
anything yet. I have not accepted the 
position. I defer to President Bowers 
as to whether an offer has been 
made. I will be talking to him on 
Friday."
Bowers was in Helena, unavailable 
for comment.
Philip Catalfomo, UM pharmacy 
school dean and chairman of the 
academic vice president search 
committee, would not name the 
candidate chosen by the committee, 
but did say, “The committee has 
made its recommendation, and 
apparently President Bowers has 
accepted it and acted upon it.”
Conflicts over proposed fiscal policy 
disrupt meeting of new Central Board
The first meeting of the new Cen­
tral Board last night ended in a state 
of disarray after two members 
succeeded irvan attempt to block the 
board from voting on a new fiscal
policy introduced by ASUM 
President Greg Henderson.
Henderson withdrew his motion 
asking the board to vote on the 
proposed fiscal policy after
numerous objections had been 
raised.
The two members raising the ob­
jections, Larry Gursky, sophomore 
in education; and Kathleen Royland,
Oil, gas leases sought 
in proposed wilderness
Oil and gas lease applications have been filed on 
3,420 acres of land, most of which lies within the 
proposed McGregor-Thompson Wilderness area 
between Plains and Kalispell.
The applications were filed in January with the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) by the Ruth 
Berklund Oil Lease Service of Billings. The ap­
plications have been sent to the Forest Service 
which will determine the possibility of oil or gas 
deposits in the area.
Joe Nadolski, public information officer for the 
Lolo National Forest, said that Environmental Im­
pact Studies will be done by Forest Service 
specialists in hydrology, biology and geology.
But. Dick Carter, supervisor for the Lolo National 
Forest, said that the scientists are "proceeding 
slowly" in their studies since Congress has yet to 
vote on a proposal to designate the area as 
wilderness.
The area is included in the proposed Endangered 
American Wilderness Act. The bill, introduced by 
Rep. Morris Udall, D.-Ariz., designates 14 areas 
throughout the western United States as wilderness
study areas. Three are located in Montana, the 
Welcome Creek area of 28,000 acres in the 
Bitterroot National Forest, the Mt. Henry area of 
22,000 acres on the Kootenai National Forest and the 
McGregor area.
The McGregor area, which has six trout streams 
that serve as nursery and spawning areas for fish, is 
owned by the Forest Service, Burlington Northern 
and Champion International. It covers areas 
northwest of the Flathead Indian Reservation and 
south of McGregor Lake near Marion.
The tracts under application include the south 
side of McGregor Lake, Bar Z Peak near Glacier 
National Park, Tamarack Creek, Redmond Creek 
and the North Fork of Murr Creek. Except for 440 
acres along Tamarack Creek all the applications lie 
within the proposed study area.
If the Forest Service scientists find a sufficient 
amount of oil or gas, he said, the decision to drill 
would be up to the BLM. He said that the Forest 
Service simply reports on the presence of oil or gas 
in the area.
junior in English; attempted to block 
a vote on the fiscal policy because 
they said the board had not had 
enough time to review it.
When the two board members 
began to raise objections to voting 
on the • proposed fiscal policy, 
Henderson responded with his claim 
that the ASUM committees currently 
examining budget requests could 
not function without a fiscal policy.
But a former CB member present 
at the meeting, Michael Berg, senior 
in political science, argued that last 
year the board functioned almost 
two weeks without such a policy.
And after a majority of board 
members had expressed approval of 
the policy, Gursky and Royland 
threatened to leave the meeting.
The two attempted to leave the 
meeting so that two thirds of the 
board would no longer be present. 
Attendance of two thirds of the board 
is required before it can vote.
According to Gursky. he and 
Royland were not alone in their 
attempt to insure that two thirds of 
the board would not be present.
Gursky said several incumbent CB 
members who attended a meeting of 
the old board held just prior to the 
new board's meeting, did not stay for 
the new board meeting because they 
did not want to vote on the proposed 
fiscal policy.
After the two dissenting members 
threatened to leave. Henderson 
pleaded with them to stay saying that
• Coni, on p. 6.
Habbe, who is also a professor of 
government, was on campus March 
14 and 15 for interviews.
Two other candidates also visited 
UM for the latest round of VP 
interviews.
Norman Greenberg, dean of the 
College of General Studies at 
Western Michigan University at 
Kalamazoo was interviewed on 
campus March 24 and 25. Greenberg 
is also a professor of social science 
and anthropology.
William Scheuerte, associate vice 
president for academic affairs and 
professor of English at the 
University of South Florida in 
Tampa, was interviewed on campus 
March 7 and 8.
UM has not had a permanent 
academic vice president since June, 
1975, when Richard Landini left the 
post to become president of Indiana 
State University at Terre Haute.
Since then, several candidates 
have turned down the job, primarily 
because the salary was too low. The 
post pays about $35,000.
UM has had two acting academic 
vice presidents since Landini left: 
James Talbot, a UM geology 
professor promoted to the position 
to succeed Landini only to resign a 
year later to become vice president 
for academic affairs at Western 
Washington State College; and the 
current vice president, Arnold Bolle, 
a former UM forestry school dean, 
who succeeded Talbot, also by 
promotion, whose term ends in June 
and has said he intends to leave the 
post then.
The three latest candidates were 
chosen from a group of 210 people 
who applied for the position last fall. 
The search committee narrowed the 
field to 20, and invited fouraplicants 
to UM for interviews in January.
Allan Spitz, dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts at the University of New 
Hampshire, was offered the job after 
that round of interviews. He turned it 
down Feb. 11, saying the post did not 
pay enough to make it worth the 
move from New Hampshire.
The search committee went back 
to the group of 20. and selected three 
more candidates. Habbe was one of 
those three.
op in ion
Lothar
Hits
Home
A few years ago, Lothar and the 
Hand People did a little non-tune 
called “Machines.” Sandwiched in 
between rhythmic electronic  
squealing and squelching was the 
repetitive line, "machines bring me 
down.”
At times, Lothar's machine could 
assault and annoy the senses until 
even the most non-violent listener was 
transported into a state of demonic 
loathing of anything mechanical— 
certainly Lothar’s intent.
Without doubt, many people, to 
varying degrees, experienced at least 
passive loathing of machines when the 
Missoula ballot-counting computer 
took the count last Tuesday night. The 
infernal contraption inexplicably 
refused to work, and the ballots from 
the city-county election had to be 
given a police escort to Kalispell for an 
unofficial count. The official count will 
have to wait until a factory 
representative can be summoned from 
California to breathe life into the 
“Votomatic.”
In fact, the automatic vote-counter 
seldom works smoothly. Since 
Missoula began using the computer in 
1968, there has been a series of 
embarrassing election snafus caused 
by mechanical failures and human 
booboos.
Problems have ranged from 
well-meaning election officials 
gumming up the mechanism with 
talcom powder, to irate citizens 
pilfering three of the counters and 
dumping them in the Bitterroot River, 
to the current problem.
It appears a new way of casting 
ballots is badly needed. The problem, 
of course, is finding the suitable 
method, and plain, old paper ballots 
seem far too simple.
The answer to this dilemma is clear.
!
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Electoral Darwinism. It’s the perfect 
way. It provides a more direct, personal 
way of voting, while at the same time 
invoking a method so ancient and 
forgotten, it seems new.
Perfect in function and form, here’s 
how it works: Groups of supporters of 
each candidate congregate in a large, 
open area, like a football field. In turn, 
groups supporting opposing 
candidates duke it out until one group 
is decimated. The candidate whose 
supporters remain alive, wins.
The beauty of the method, of course, 
is that possibilities for physical and 
philosophical applications are 
boundless. Busy heads as well as 
hands can be employed.
Beyond the counting problems, the 
unofficial results of the election are 
encouraging. Some new faces will be 
appearing in city and county
government, and that is good. Several 
of the incoming officers have 
excellent, constructive ideas. Working 
together with like-minded officials 
already in office, these new folks could 
provide progressive, lasting solutions 
to Missoula’s many problems.
Good luck to all the new people. 
Good luck to us all. We’ll need it.
Bill Stlkker
Letters Policy
Letters should be •Ty'ped preferably triple spaced: 
•Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone 
number and address. »No more than 300 words (longer 
letters will be printed occasionally); *Maiied or brought 
to the Montana Kaimin. J-206 The Kaimin reserves the 
right to edit all letters and is under no obligation to print 
all letters received
letters
—Jack Anderson with Joe Spear
More Benefits
Dear Editor: Replacing one (nonexistent) 
academic vice president with two part-timers 
will have even more benefits than your 
editorial suggests. Each can specialize in the 
needs of sections of the campus community 
that can’t get proper attention from any single 
individual.
When one is off campus, the other can be 
around to deal with urgent situations as they 
come up. And the extra cross-fertilization of 
viewpoints will be worth the trouble of yet 
again rearranging the presidential precincts.
And if anybody says it can’t work, you might 
kindly direct their attention to the Student Af­
fairs Office. In 1973, student pressure 
abolished the Dean of Students and his whole 
motley crew. In hisplace.wehavetwoStudent 
Affairs Assistants who are helping students 
more effectively than the Dean ever did, at a 
fraction of the cost.
Fidel, Smog and Complaints
WASHINGTON — The House Inves­
tigation of the John F. Kennedy and Martin 
Luther King assassinations has aroused 
the quiet interest of Cuba’s Fidel Castro.
The Cuban leader sent secret word to the 
assassinations committee recently that his 
government had information on Lee 
Harvey Oswald. The committee was urged 
to contact the Cuban embassy in Mexico 
City for further details.
The committee got in touch with the U.S. 
Embassy in Mexico City. Back came as­
surance that the message from Castro 
appeared to be legitimate.
But the State Department didn’t want to 
get involved in the negotiations. Instead, 
the department suggested that the com­
mittee establish contact with Havana 
through Carl Migdail, a Washington 
correspondent for the U.S. News and 
World Report.
The committee's former chief counsel, 
Richard Sprague, got in touch with Migdail, 
who passed the word to the Cuban Mission 
at the United Nations. To date, nothing 
more has been heard from Castro.
Poor Smog Controls: The air we breathe is 
full of hydrocarbons, lead flakes and 
asbestos fibers. This makes the air 
unhealthy; we can get sick from breathing 
it.
Most of this foul air comes from the ex­
haust pipes and brake linings of 
automobiles. This causes the eye-stinging 
smog we find in many cities.
The Environmental Protection Agency is 
supposed to protect the nation’s lungs
from this bad air. Yet it has done little about 
controlling auto emissions.
This is the conclusion of the General Ac­
counting Office, which has been checking 
up on tyie Environmental Protection Agen­
cy. We have obtained a copy of the con-, 
fidential findings.
The report cites seven states as having a 
serious air pollution problem: Arizona, 
California, Colorado, Ohio, New Jersey, 
New York and Utah.
The reason the smog problem isn’t im­
proving is simple. The Environmental 
Protection Agency has been unable or 
unwilling to remove dirty cars from the 
road. These cars get dirtier as they grow 
older.
The confidential report claims that the 
agency has information about dirty 
engines in over two million cars and trucks. 
Yet no move has been made to recall them. 
The report recommends that old cars be 
inspected periodically.
The agency is also supposed to inspect 
new cars as they come off the production 
line. But no real enforcement effort has 
been made. Some brand-new Fords, forex- 
ample, were found to cause four times 
more pollution than the law allows.
Meanwhile, the poisonous smog is still 
hanging over our cities.
Suggestion Box: Jimmy Carter is taking the 
presidency to the people. He has been tell­
ing Americans that he wants the individual 
voice to be heard in Washington.
We've established the National Sugges­
tion Box to help accomplish this.
Thousands of ideas have poured in from all 
parts of the country. The White House has 
promised to review the best suggestions.
The saddest complaints have come in 
from the elderly. Our senior citizens seem 
to be the last in line for just about 
everything. Hundreds of letters, for exam­
ple, pointed out the inequities in the Social 
Security system. This is the only means of 
support for millions of older people.
Yet several letters pointed out that 
people on Social Security are penalized for 
trying to supplement their meager in­
comes. For every two dollars earned over a 
certain amount, a dollar is deducted from 
the Social Security payment.
Ms. Stella Cutone wrote from West 
Virginia, for example, to complain that the 
penalty for earning extra money is unfair. 
She pointed out that “a rich person can 
invest his money with no limit on the 
amount of interest he earns.”
Ms. Cutone is absolutely right. The 
unearned income of the rich doesn’t affect 
their Social Security. But the earned in­
come of the poor reduces their benefits.
Our staff spoke to the House Ways and 
Means Committee about the problem. The 
Representatives frankly are afraid to 
change the law. They say it would cost $7 
billion to permit Social Security recipients 
to earn more outside income.
Maybe President Carter will help us 
straighten out this inequity. Meanwhile, 
send your ideas to the National Suggestion 
Box, Box 2009, Washington, D.C. 20013.
Bureaucracy being what it is around here, 
though, we would probably have to create a 
hierarchy for the two to fit into. Perhaps we 
could pay one of them $17,501 and the other 
$17,499.
Leroy F. Berven
senior, chemistry, history/political science
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UM committees seeking replacements for 3 deans
Search committees are trying to fill 
vacancies of deans of the University 
of Montana business, forestry and 
graduate schools.
The committee formed to search 
for a new business school dean has 
given its three recommendations to 
UM President Richard Bowers.
The chairman of the committee, 
Gordon Browder, declined to name 
the three candidates. However, he 
said that all three had visited the UM 
campus before the start of Spring 
Quarter.
The new dean will replace Jack 
Kempner, who has served as acting 
dean since Rudyard Goode resigned 
the post in September.
Two other committees have been 
formed to make recommendations 
concerning the appointment of new 
deans for the graduate school and 
the forestry school.
John Stewart, graduate school 
dean, has resigned that post effective 
July 1. And the forestry school post 
was vacated by Robert Wambach, 
who resigned in order to serve as 
director of the state fistvand game 
department.
Stewart, who is chairman of the 
forestry dean search committee, 
said that the search has been de­
layed because the committee did not 
place an advertisement in the Janu­
ary issue of the Journal of Forestry. 
Since the advertisement will not ap­
pear until the March issue, the dead­
line for applications has been ex­
tended to April 25:
The committee will not begin to 
screen applications until after the 
deadline, Stewart said. Only a small 
number of applications have come 
in, he added, but he declined to say 
how many have been received so far.
The final four candidates will
probably be brought to UM, Stewart 
said, adding that the committee 
should complete its work in May. 
However, no deadline has been set 
for the committee to make a 
recommendation to Bowers, he said.
Browder has resigned his position 
as Sponsored Programs Ad­
ministration director, also effective 
July 1.
A committee chaired by Keith 
Osterheld, chairman of the chemis­
try department, was formed to make 
recommendations to Bowers 
concerning a single replacement for 
both the positions being vacated by 
Stewart and Browder.
Osterheld said the two offices have 
been combined at a number of other 
universities because of the close 
relationship between graduate study 
and research.
The committee has narrowed the 
field of candidates from “about 100" 
to four, who will be brought to UM, 
Browder said. He declined to name 
them because no dates have been set 
for the candidates to come, and 
some may have found jobs 
elsewhere.
Osterheld said there is no deadline 
for the committee to recommend 
someone to Bowers, but it hopes to 
have the position filled before July 1.
Members of the committee are Jeff 
Bell, graduate in interpersonal com­
munication, Lawrence Forcier, ac­
ting forestry school dean, Jon 
Driessen, associate professor of 
sociology, Maxine Johnson, director 
of the Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research, Osterheld, 
David Smith, education school dean, 
and Lois Welch, associate professor 
of English.
Members of the search committee 
for a forestry dean are Evan Denney,
associate professor of geography, 
Lee Eddleman, associate professor 
of forestry, David Jackson, assistant 
professor of forestry, Robert Lange, 
associate professor of forestry, 
Charles Miller, botany professor, 
Michael Miller, graduate in business
By ED KEMMICK
Montana Kalmln Reporter
“ I learned to write by going to 
school in the morning and the 
afternoon," author Norman Maclean 
said last night in a speech at the 
Florence Hotel, “ in the morning with 
my father and in the afternoon in the 
mountains.”
Maclean, a Missoula native and 
author of "A River Runs Through It,” 
a story of early Montana and fly-fish- 
ing on the Bitterroot River, 
entertained the audience of about 
100 people with his views on writing 
and tales of his youth in early 20th 
century Montana.
Maclean spoke mainly of his 
father, a Presbyterian minister who 
immigrated from Scotland, and who 
“preached two elegant sermons on 
Sunday and then went fishing.'.'
Maclean said that though his 
father would not lethimgoto school, 
he taught him the fundamentals of 
English every morning between 9 
and 12.
Lessons Learned
The three main lessons he learned 
from his father, Maclean said, were to 
write economically, write with 
rhythm and know the structure of the
administration, Michael Paterni, 
graduate in forestry, Leslie Pengelly, 
forestry professor, and Stewart.
Members of the search committee 
for a business school dean are 
Browder, Ian Davidson, of D. A. 
Davidson and Co. in Great Falls,
English language well enough to 
arrange his prose in out-of-the- 
ordinary constructions.
His father was no easy teacher, 
Maclean said. Often after several 
rewrites of‘ a story, his father would 
tell him to throw the story away, he 
said, adding:
"I shed as many tears as I 
sacrificed words."
Because of his early training, 
Maclean said he considers his father 
the co-author of his books, and that 
“somehow my father gets into 
everything I write."
After his morning lessons, 
Maclean was free to wander in the 
mountains, an education he said was 
invaluable.
He worked much of his early life in 
Western Montana as a logger and for 
the Forest Service, and he sprinkled 
his speech with anecdotes about 
those times, drawing chuckles from 
his many friends in the audience.
23rd Psalm
Maclean, who taught English for 
45 years at the University of Chicago, 
gave a brief lesson in rhythm by read­
ing the 23rd Psalm, saying that the 
rhythm in the psalm does not "pound 
itself out," but rather “hovers above" 
it.
Larry Elison, law professor, Andrea 
Fulk, graduate student, Jeffrey 
Livingston, assistant professor of 
management, George Lambros of 
Lambros Realty in Missoula, and 
David Weber, assistant professor ac­
counting and finance.
He also pointed out that the psalm 
only contains two adjectives — both 
simple ones — and that one should 
always choose simple adjectives, if 
they have to be used at all.
Maclean is now living in Chicago 
but says only the cold weather 
prevents him from living year-round 
on Seeley Lake.
As it is, he said, “ I only live there 
from June until the end of elk 
season."
Nuclear protest
(AP) — Officialsof Nagasaki, acity 
devastated by an atomic bomb in 
World War II, sent a telegram to the 
United States Embassy in Tokyo to­
day protesting an underground 
nuclear test in Nevada Tuesday.
The telegram, signed by Mayor 
Yoshitake Morotani and Municipal 
Assembly President Hideo Yokoo, 
said the test was conducted in spite 
of President Carter’s expressed 
determination to eradicate nuclear 
weapons.
It added that Nagasaki believes the 
United States holds the key to world 
peace and hopes the U.S. 
government will take the lead toward 
an international accord on nuclear 
disarmament.
Author learned to write in the mountains
KEG HEADQUARTERS
Plenty of Kegs in Stock at All Times 
We Now Have COORS Kegs
WORDEN’S
Open Daily 8 a.m. 'til Midnight
Corner of Higgins & Spruce Phone 549-1293
WE ARE PROUD
OF OUR 
NEW
DATSUNS
THE NEW DATSUN 810 
Z-POWERED FAMILY WAGON
Before you buy 
any car, look at 
what’s new for 
Datsun's and...
The new 200 SX
To Show Our Appreciation 
To Our Customers
During the month of April we are 
including an all-expense-paid weekend for 
two at beautiful
FAIRMONT HOT SPRINGS
WITH EVERY NEW CAR OR TRUCK PURCHASE.
All vacation facilities available including: 
dining, dancing, swimming in 2 Olympic pools 
(one indoors), mineral baths, saunas, golfing, tennis, 
you name it.
MISSOULA IMPORTS
2715 BROOKS 549-5178
Grand Opening 
My Place’s
KITCHEN
250 Pitcher of Beer With All Pizzas
Offer Good thru Sunday April 10
missoula. m t.
Ham & Roast Beef 
Sandwiches 
Choice of Baked Beans 
or Potato Salad and 
Glass of Beer
KITCHEN HOURS
11-2 DAILY 
5-10 WEEK NIGHTS 
5-12 FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
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news briefs----- Disabled protest HEW policies
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Drunken drivers face stiff penalties
Drunken drivers will soon face stiffer penalties for offenses committed in 
Montana. The governor's office announced yesterday that Lt. Gov. Ted 
Schwinden, acting in place of Gov. Thomas Judge who was out of the state, 
has signed into law a bill making mandatory a jail sentence of at least 10day$ 
for persons convicted of driving under the influence of liquor or drugs. The 
sentence cannot be either deferred or suspended.
Problems from Wyoming mine revealed
Strip mining in northeastern Wyoming could jeopardize an adjacent town’s 
water supply, kill deer and antelope and strain the ability of local governments 
to provide services, according to a government environmental impact 
statement. The U.S. Geological Survey report, released yesterday, was based 
on a study of the proposed East Gillette mine to be built by the Kerr-McGee 
Corp. The firm plans to begin stripping 340 million tons of coal from federal 
lands beginning in 1978.
Sadat signals recognition of Israel
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat signaled yesterday that his country may 
be willing to move quickly toward normal relations with Israel once a peace 
settlement is reached. In a hews conference concluding a four-day visit to the 
United States, Sadat omitted past qualifications that normalization of 
relations with Israel would take a generation to accomplish after a peace 
agreement is signed. He showed signs of flexibility toward Israel when he 
spoke for the first time explicitly of accepting Israel’s right to exist.
Applications for
Program Council Director
for 1977-78 
are available In
the Program Council Office UC 104 
Applications Due April 15
(AP) — Some progress was 
reported yesterday in negotiations to 
end the sit-in at the Department of 
Health. Education and Welfare by 
about 50 disabled protestors deman­
ding enforcement of civil rights laws 
for the nation's handicapped.
Sporadic discussions between 
demonstration leaders and top HEW 
officials began Tuesday night, and 
by yesterday afternoon there were 
indications the demonstrators had 
softened their demands.
Leaders said they were prepared to 
leave the building if they got a 
“positive response” from HEW 
Secretary Joseph A. Califano Jr.
(CPS) — The land of the sun and 
the surf was the scene of a massive 
student demonstration recently 
when nearly 5,000 students from the 
University of Hawaii protested 
Governor George Ariyoshi's $12 
million budget cuts to the university 
system.
Students and faculty members 
marched 3 miles from the Manoa 
campus to the capitol building 
where they were joined by groups 
from other colleges in the system. 
One, group of students even flew in 
from Hilo College on the island of 
Hawaii. The protesters called for the 
full $14 million budget to be restored 
in order to avoid reductions in the 
programs already offeree!.
about when and how the ad­
ministration will enforce the law.
Previously, the protestors had 
demanded that Califano sign into law 
a set of regulations proposed to 
bring the handicapped under the 
law.
Other sit-ins were continuing at 
regional offices in San Francisco and 
New York, an HEW spokesman in 
Washington said Wednesday 
afternoon. About 65 demonstrators 
were taking part in San Francisco 
and six in New York.
The blind, deaf or otherwise 
disabled demonstrators began their 
sit-in in Califano’s reception area 
Tuesday afternoon. Officials had
Ankle broken 
at Judo workout
James Wilson, 1609 Bel Air, broke 
his ankle Tuesday night during a 
judo workout in the field house 
annex.
Campus Security said an 
ambulance was summoned using 
the 911 emergency telephone 
number. Wilson was admitted to St. 
Patrick Hospital.
In a telephone interview, Wilson 
said that he was operated on for torn 
tendons in his ankle. Wilson said his 
ankle was broken during an 
attempted throw by his judo partner.
permitted them only one cup of 
coffee and one doughnut each since 
Tuesday and indicated no more food 
would be provided.
At the center of the dispute is a 
complex set of proposed regulations 
designed to implement a 1973 law 
that extended to the handicapped 
civil rights guarantees similar to 
those for blacks and women.
Various estimates put the number 
of Americans who suffer from one or 
more disabilities at between 25 
million and 36 million.
The draft regulations, written 
under federal court order by theFord 
administration, but never signed, 
would:
•  require all federally supported 
schools and colleges to make their 
programs accessible to the han­
dicapped and eventually eliminate 
architectural barriers.
•  prohibit employers receiving 
federal funds from refusing to hire 
qualified applicants because of han­
dicaps and require reasonable ef­
forts to make jobs physically acces­
sible.
•  bar government aid to hospitals, 
doctors and other health agencies 
that fail to make treatment accessible 
to the disabled, even if that means 
going outside inaccessible 
buildings.
The demonstrators, from the 
American Coalition of Citizens with 
Disabilities, have said the proposed 
regulations already are a com­
promise representing the least they 
will settle for. And they have insisted 
that Califano sign and implement 
them immediately.
The secretary said he needed more 
time to consider the implications of 
the far-reaching measure but would 
sign some version of the regulations 
by early May.
The coalition charged that 
Califano’s aides were "gutting the 
regulations” by ■ adding waiver 
provisions and loopholes to ease the 
burden of compliance for recipients 
of federal aid.
Roll Royce at MacDonald’s?
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Ray Kroc, 
head of the MacDonalds hamburger 
chain, says he was spotted right off 
when he tried to eat without at­
tracting attention at a MacDonalds in 
Yuma, Ariz.
"I just got out of the car and 
ordered a hamburger,” said Krox,
Budget protest
who was in Yuma to watch his San 
Diego Padres baseball team.
The res ta u ra n t m anager 
recognized Kroc.
Padres' President Buzzie Bavasi 
has a theory about how Kroc’s cover 
was blown. It's not everyday inYuma 
"when a man drives up in a Rolls- 
Royce with a driver and buys a ham­
burger,” he said.
HP Spring 
Added Wue Days
APRIL 1 THRU MAY 31
An exciting added value when you buy 
a Hewlett-Packard calculator now.
Free reserve power packs. New Accessories
During Spring Added Value Days. Hewlett-Packard 
is adding a free reserve power pack— a $20 value 
—with the purchase of every HP-21. HP-22. HP-25. 
HP-25C and HP-27.
It s the best way we know to remind you of the 
added value you always receive when you buy an HP 
calculator—like free application books, uncompro­
mising quality, efficient RPN logic system, and 
exceptional service. Each HP instrument is designed 
to be the finest of its kin(l in the world.
Hewlett-Packard is also introducing two new acces­
sories to increase the value of the HP calculator 
you may already own:
A DC Recharger/Adapter lets you operate and 
recharge your HP pocket calculator in cars, boats 
—wherever a 12-volt DC supply is available.
A Games Pac for the HP-67 and HP-97 includes 19 
programs designed primarily for fun but also useful in 
teaching principles of math, physics and logic.
Come in and take advantage of Hewlett-Packard's 
Added Value Davs today!
Associated Students’ 
Store
) tfh *1°° PITCHERS I
* 4-6 p.m. and 11-12 p.m.
| *1°° an hour Pool I
f  11 a.m. - 6 p.m. f
i FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT I
V Thursday — 8 p.m. Sharp *
|  Eight Ball Billiards |
V 3101 Russell »
AUTHORIZED 
VISCOUNT 
DEALER
1976 Viscount GPM’s 
Limited Stock of 22V  & 23V4” Sizes Left 
Were $210 last year—NOW $175 ’til they're gone 
1977 VISCOUNTS IN STOCKI 
Spring Hours Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
MISSOULA
HEADQUARTERS
for
T-SHIRTS
Complete Selection of 
TANK TOPS
Room
Below Deck* 
at Yandt* Men'* Wear 
Downtown 
403 N. Higgins
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review
See Dick steal: a child primer for the American dream
Now showing at Mann's Triplex
By NICK GERANIOS
Montana K aim In Ravtawar
Dick’s an aerospace executive. 
Jane's a college-educated 
housewife. Together they go on a 
crime spree that ranges from holding 
up motels to cleaning out the safe of 
Dick's former employer.
Fun With Dick and Jane is an ironic 
contemporary satire of the heights 
and depths people reach when the 
going gets tough.
Dick Harper (George Segal), one 
of the men who helped put Neil 
Armstrong on the moon, loses his job 
when a depression in the aerospace 
industry necessitates layoffs. At first 
Dick is furious but not overly 
worried. He figures with his 
qualifications he can find another 
job.
He is unsuccessful. And his ap­
parent affluence, gathered by living 
far beyond his means with credit 
cards, makes it impossible for him to 
get unemployment or food stamps.
Jane Harper (Jane Fonda) op­
timistically offers to help cut ex­
penses by dropping thebook-of-the- 
month club.
She also gets a job. But it isn’t 
nearly good enough to keep up the 
mortgage on the house and the 
image for the neighbors. She finally 
asks her father for help, but he is a 
pompous self-made man who con­
siders the situation the best thing 
possible because it gives them an op­
portunity to test themselves.
They finally go to a rip-off loan 
company. As they get up to leave 
with 1000 borrowed dollars, robbers 
burst in the door and order everyone 
to the floor. When alarms start 
ringing the robbers flee out the back, 
dragging Jane as hostage.
She breaks loose in the alley and
Written in tears and blood
Tickets for Eugene O'Neill's 
autobiographical drama, Long Day's 
Journey Into Night, which plays 11 
performances, April 19-24 and 26-30 
in the Masquer Theatre, will go on 
sale beginning Monday April 11.
O’Neill uses the family name 
"Tyrone” in the play but the tragic 
events described are those which 
embittered him through his whole 
life.
The play takes place during one 
day at the family’s New England 
summer home but in that short time 
all the spectres that hauntedO'NBill's 
family are set loose. His problems, 
were grimmer than most people’s but 
he has been acclaimed for raising 
them to the heights of great tragedy 
in this work. This “play of old sorrow, 
written in tears and blood,” as O'Neill 
called it, won him a posthumous 
Pulitzer Prize, making him the only
FORESTRY
STUDENTS
Meet With Forestry School 
Dean Search Committee 
Tues., April 12, noon 
In SC 221
Question & Answer Session
person in history to win the award 
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The story mercilessly exposes the 
pennypinching father as being res­
ponsible for his wife’s drug addiction 
and alcoholism and for the plight of 
his younger son (O'Neill himself), a 
consumptive who,is torn between his 
love for each parent and his brother.
The stingy father stands indicted 
for all the ills of the clan and for hav­
ing such a morbid fearof poverty that 
he cannot overcome it even when he 
knows it causes his family’s des­
truction.
The play has an early curtain time, 
7:30 p.m. and all seats are reserved. 
Tickets are $1.50 for students and 
$2.50 for the general public. For 
more fnformation call the Masquer 
Theatre box office between 12 and 5 
p.m. Monday-Friday at 243-4581.
WYATT'S JEWELRY
Diamonds. Watch Repairing
3 to  5
Day Service 
Work Guaranteed
Watches, Jewelry, 
Diamonds, Gifts
10% Discount
on all Merchandise in Stock. 
(Timex Watches Excepted).
110 W. Broadway
Come in and see one of the 
most Beautiful Bikes in town
MotobecanesThe 
super mirage 
now in stock
$18995
falls flat on the ground on top of 
$2000 the robbers dropped. They 
speed away as police fire at the car. 
Jane keeps the money hidden until 
they reach home and then presents it 
to Dick, who is beside himself with 
joy.
After that, they decide a life of 
crime is the only way to live. Leaving 
their young son and dog (Spot) with 
a baby sitter, they steal a car and 
after the unintended purchase of 
contraceptives and a sausage, hold 
up an X-rated motel.
The two desperados pay off all 
their debts with a series of spec­
tacular raids that includes the 
telephone company, where eye 
witness customers cheer. They 
return home each evening and as-
THE TYRONE FAMILY in the upcoming production of Eugene O’Neill’e Long 
Day's Journey Into Night. From left to right they are James tyrone Jr. (Gary 
Bogue), Mary (Edith Elliot), James Tyrone Sr. (Aubrey Dundum) and 
Edmund (Kenneth Ott). (Montana Kalmln photo by Gordon Lemon.)
133 W. Main 
Is Where 
It’s At!
Are you due for a change 
of pace?
Let the Montana Barber 
College put some PIZZAZ 
into' yp.ur .fife, with pur 
haircuts, shaves, sham­
poos, facials and mas­
sages. You’ll walk out 
with a spring in your step 
& a song in your heart.
Montana
Barber
College
133 W. MAIN 
OPEN 9:30-9:30
728-9616
Tues.-Sat.
sume the guise of middle-class folks, 
placing the booty in the freezer.
However, a close call with police 
when they rob a rip-off evangelist 
convinces Dick that he is not cut out 
for blue collar crime. They decide to 
steal the secret payoff slush fund 
kept by his former boss, Charlie 
Blanchard (Ed McMahon), in a safe 
in his office.
‘Here’s Janeyl’
During a party they attend, Jane 
deftly steals the office keys while 
. dancing with Blanchard and then she 
and Dick sneak into the office, drill 
the safe open, and stuff $200,000 into 
Jane's purse and gown.
A guard discovers the empty safe 
and informs Blanchard, who 
immediately orders all exits blocked 
by security personnel. Jane calls the 
police and informs them of the 
robbery. They rush to the building 
while Dick tells Blanchard what he 
has done.
Blanchard cannot reveal that the 
money was stolen without in­
criminating himself for keeping a 
slush fund and operating payoffs.
Dick and Jane stroll happily into 
the night as police rush into the 
building looking for the robbers.
Fun With Dick and Jane contains 
only three substantial roles, Dick, 
Jane and Blanchard. And the acting 
abilities of Segal, Fonda, and
McMahon keep these parts fresh and 
alive on the screen.
The script is occasionally funny, 
always ironical, and heavily satiric. 
Dick's first bumbling attempts at 
crime are marvelous, while Jane 
looks on patronizingly, not believing 
he is actually serious.
Money is symbolized by the lush 
green shrubs and lawn of their 
house, which is ripped up and carted 
away by the landscaper when Jane 
bounces two payment checks.
As a gag, the film wdrks very well. 
But the viewer also has the feeling 
that the producers wanted to make a 
statement about the current 
American dream. They may have 
been ridiculing themselves in the 
part of Jane’s father, but I believe 
they also were being serious in 
portraying the difficulties everyone, 
both rich and poor, faces when 
things get rough.
We like to think of ourselves as 
beneficient and helpful to those less 
fortunate, but the Harpers see noth­
ing of this. They learn that the only 
way to live is to hustle, within the law 
or without, it makes no difference.
In the end, crime even pays. After 
the last scene, a card flashes on the 
screen informing us that Blanchard 
has been fired and that Dick is the 
new president of Taft Aerospace 
because of his ingenuity and 
imagination.
Featuring VALCLENE DRY CLEAING FLUID 
Recommended for fine frabrlct 
Also Leather, Suede, Fur and Down Cleaning
THE GRIMEBUSTER 
Cleaning Center
1202 West Kent Ave. 542-2676 
TREMPER’S TRIANGLE
Missoula's Sueda and Leather Cleaning Specialists
OUR SPECIAL OFFER
$1600
FOR ONLY $7.95
Your certificates are not dated—you use them at your con­
venience anytime within the next 3 months.
YOU ACTUALLY SAVE
W ORTH OF 
DRY CLEANING  
CERTIFICATES
COME & GET IT!
FAMILY NIGHT
Every Thursday Night
S pm t ill closing
$1.00 Oif
an; troop site pizza
PIONEERS IN PIZZA
93 & PAXS0N, MISSOULA
classified ads
1. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: LADIES watch in Science building. Call 
and identify, Kan, 243-4688. 078*2
LOST: ONE blue 3 x 5  notebook in LA bldg, on 
Friday Important note*. Leave in Kaimin office.
076-3
FOUND: TENNIS racket on road. Wilson-Chris Evert 
model. Initials on — claim at UC info. desk.
076-4
LOST: SET OF KEYS on blue and white beaded 
keyring. If found please call Ann at 243-2119 
anytime after Thursday. April 7. 076-4
REWARD: LADIES gold Seiko WATCH Lost at Park 
March 12. Call 728-6339. 075-4
PLEASE RETURN dance equipment taken from 
Women’s Center locker room on March 9.
f  075-4
YELLOW NOTEBOOK in the vicinity of 12th and 
Eaton Friday. Call 543-7669. 076-4
LOST: TURQUOISE and coral ring in the art 
building March 31. REWARD. If found contact 
643-6300. 077-4
2. PER SO N A LS
BUFFALO BILL’S not defunct—just getting older.
Happy Birthday. Willy. Punk. 078-1
MORTAR BOARD wishes to congratulate new 
members and thank other students for interest 
shown in the organization. 078-1
KENTUCKY DERBY May 7 — All interested persons 
call Anna. 243-2555. 078-1
DESPITE UGLY RUMORS (and hopes) WE’RE 
STILL OPEN. New hours (8:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.) 
and lots of breakfast, lunch, andxJinner specials. 
Our pastries are best. CHIMNEY CORNER — The 
original Missoula Coffeehouse. 078-4
SPRING IS SPRUNG and the beer is cooling. See 
you at the ULAC Keggar. May 18. 078-1
ATTENTION Business Students! Summer training 
program in management and marketing. Learn 
and earn. 543-5111. 077-4
SPURS are something other than what you wear on 
your boots. 077-3
ALL INTERESTED FRESHMAN come see what 
Spurs is all about. Montana Rooms, Tues. Apr. 
12th—6:30 077-3
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS—Call Marie 
Kuffel at 728-3845 or 549-7721. 077-32
SEARCH APPLICATIONS for SPRING Search are 
available at the Newman Center. Deadline April 
18. 077-3
SEARCHERS—Applications for Shalom and Back­
up are available at the Newman Center from 9- 
4:30 p.m.Deadline for applications April 11.077-3
BEHAVIORISTS UNITE) Organizational meeting for 
Society for Advancement of Behavior Therapy 
this Thursday, 7 p.m. P202. 077-2
ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN BEHAVIORISM, 
Behavior Modification or Applied Behavior 
Analysis are invited to attend 1st meeting of UM 
affiliate to Association for Advancement of 
Behavior Therapy. P202 Thursday 7 p.m. This 
week! 077-2
DANCE—Elenita Brown, ballet, character, modern. 
Spanish, primitive and jazz. 728-4255 after 6 p.m.
077-15
ON BECOMING single successfully—new growth 
group at CSD. Call 243-4711. 077-2
IN PROCESS of divorce? Join growth group at CSD. 
243-4711. 077-2
DIVORCED, Join growth group at CSD—Wed.’s 
from 3-5, call 243-4711. 077-2
JOIN THE ELITE! Be a Thunderhump champion! 
Call Shaky at 543-8912 on Friday night between 9- 
10 for your “ interview.” (No fruits, please).
077-3
REACH NEW HEIGHTS in femininity! Try out for the 
1st Annual Thunderhump.' (Fags need not apply.)
077-3
WE CARE meeting Wednesday, April 6th, 4:00 p.m. 
Montana Rooms 360, U.C. 076*2
WANTED GIRLS interested in playing softball. Call 
Denise, 721-1710. 076-2
STUDY ABROAD in London, England or Avignon, 
France during the 1977-78 school year and earn 
UM credits. Info, booklets in 107 Main Hall; 243- 
2900. 076-3
PUT IN your application today for one or more of the 
ASUM student committees or faculty/student 
committees. Apply at the ASUM offices, 
University Center, Room 105. Deadline for 
applications is Monday, April 18. 076-8
QUESTIONS ABOUT registration call Student 
Affairs. 243-4411 or come in to Lodge 101.
075-5
WORK STUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE in U.C. 
Gardens. Apply soon UC 104. 075-4
POTTERY CLASSES: throwing, hand-building, 
glazing and firing. Small classes. Nancy Daniels, 
728-1308. 075-5
4. HELP W A N TE D
NEED WORK study students for Office Stores Dept, 
to stock shelves and fill orders. Occassional heavy 
lifting. Apply room 219, Lodge or call 243-6295.
078-2
ASUM DAY CARE — Apply 750 Eddy Ave. — Has 
openings for work/study teacher assistants. Pay 
$2.5Q/hr. 076-3
SUMMER JOBS: Our fifty state—2000 plus summer 
employers catalogue (America's largest) with 
master application form — only $2. Sumchoice. 
Box 645, State College. PA. 16801. 075-6
8. T Y P IN G
FAST, ACCURATE. 549-3806 or 243-5533.
077-32
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — Electric, accurate, 
542-2435. 076-14
IBM TYPEWRITER, 549-8604. 076-8
EXCELLENT TYPING. Call between 12 and 1.723 
6198. 072-11
THESIS. ETC. Typing Service-5437958.
067-16
6 . B U S IN E S S  O P P O R T U N IT IE S
WE PAY AS YOU GROW. Many New England Life 
campus representatives find themselves earning 
respectable incomes while still in college. But 
what's more important than extra money is the 
chance to get a running start on your post 
graduate career. Our internship program involves 
only a limited amount of your time. Yet, when 
college is over, you'll be fully prepared for a full­
time career. In fact, you may have up to a years 
experience, and how many careers can offer you 
that? Call us today. We’ll find out right away if you 
qualify. And if you do, when you’re ready for the 
business world, you'll already be in business. For 
appointment, call 728-8610 between 8 6 10 a m.
078-1
9. TR A N S P O R T A T IO N
TWO GIRLS need ride to Spokane April 7th or 8th. 
Wil share gas. Call 728-8973. Ask for Karen.
077-3
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman on Friday April 8. Call 
728-0217. 077-3
GOING TO BILLINGS? For Easter or the Elvin 
Bishop-Marshall Tucker concert. Fly with me in 
two hours. $30 round trip. Further info call Mart 
721-2384. 077-3
NEEDED: ONE rider to Alaska. Leave latter April. 
Leave name and number at 728-0007. 076-4
NEED RIDERS from Missoula to Billings, Broadus, 
Sheridan, Wyo., Gillette or anywhere along the 
line. Easter weekend. Leave April 7—Thurs. night 
or April 8 — Friday morning at 4:00. It all depends 
on what you want. Call anytime. Rita, 243^930, 
Aber Hall. 076-3
TWO GIRLS need ride to Twin Cities at the end of 
spring quarter. Only one drives. Prefer van or large 
car. Will share expenses. Call 728-4237. 076-4
SHARE RIDE to and from Loto. 8:00 a.m. morning 
and flexible for return. Call after six, 273-6249.
076-4
11. FO R  SALE
HANDGLIDER FOR SALE. Call Doug, 549-7156.
078-2
SONAB SPEAKERS OA116 — $275 each. 728-2429 
or 721-2955. 078-5
X-COUNTRY skiis, boots, and poles — Woman's 
boot size 6. Call 728-3196. 078-2
'64 VW Bug—Needs work. Call 728-3196. 078-2
CB RADIO never been used $100.00 Call 243-5269.
078-3
IBANEZ CUSTOM GUITAR w/hard shell. LesPaul 
case. $300. 728-8363. 078-4
GOATS. REGISTERED Nubian kids from 
background of champs and top 10 production 
beautiful colors. $75-$125. Wheat, *Rt. Dixon, ML 
59831. 078-3
10 SPEED. Excellent condition. $85. Includes $10 
bike lock. See at S. 5th East Apts. Managers apt. 
Call 728-8159. 078-3
DANCE MARATHON T-shirt $3.50 at bookstore. 
Proceeds to Jerry Lewis telethon for Muscular 
Dystrophy. 078-1
RESUME PHOTOS: 6 photos plus sitting. Reg. 
$17.50 Now $12.50. Albert Ham Photography. Call 
for appointment 543-8239. 078-2
GOOD DEAL! Hundreds of used albums and tapes 
fully guaranteed. Largest stock in Western 
Montana. Memory Banke 140 E.. Broadway.
077-4
12 STRING GUITAR 6 mos. old, half price. $140 
728-8529. 077-3
TEXTS: BIO 121 and 101, Forestry 304, Anthro 152 
and 242, Botany 120, Geology 101, Randy. 723 
0303. Be persistant. 076-4
ABNORMAL PSYC. and modern life. 728-4350.
076-2
TOPPER COVER for compact pick-up. $175. Call 
273-6887 evenings. 076-3
SCHWINN 10-SPEED, brand new $90. EPOKE 
LIGHT TOURING-SKIS, unmounted No. 700, $75. 
GARMONT SKI BOOTS, 1 season. $50. Large 
OAK DESK. Best offer. Call Schlaefer, 728-1799.
076-4
USED PARACHUTES. Great room decorations. 
Phone 542-2043. 076-3
SIX PIECE Slingeriand double bass drum set. 363 
5778, 363-4480. P.O. Box 1094, Hamilton, Mt. 
59840. 075-5
40" RANGE: Works! Best offer. 542-2435.
075-5
1976 UNIVOX K-2 synthesizer, hardly used $569. 
549-0624 after 6 p.m. 075-4
RECORDS — LOWEST prices around. Popular, 
rock, folk, jazz, classical, blues, women's 
movement, oldies. Musical accessories, Maxell 
tape. UNDERGROUND MUSIC "Under the 
Chimney Comer*’ 1025 Arthur. Noon til 9. 075-5
1974 FORD 1/2 ton pick-up with shell. Good shape. 
Call 543-5448. 075-5
GET SOME NEW TUNES FOR SPRING! I've got 30 
tapes for sale — Hendrix, Fleetwood, Dylan and 
more. All in exc. condition. $3.00ea. Call 728-0106 
evenings. 075-3
12. A U T O M O T IV E
1959 WILLYS 4x4 Wagon 302 engine with less than 
30,000 miles. Best offer over $1,000. 243-4860, 
John. 076-4
13. B IC Y C LE S
NEW 10-speed custom bicycle. 721-1384.
077-3
LONG LEGS? We have just received a shipment of 
26“ and 27“ Panasonic 1 0 -speeds. Come and see 
them at Custom Cycle, 101 Brooks. 076-4
15. W A N TE D  T O  B U Y
TEPEE. Call 523-5211. 077-4
VICTORIAN-STYLE WEDDING DRESS size 7 with 
full-length train and veil. Open to offers. Packard 
Bell stereo—Gerard turntable with am/fm 
radio—walnut finish $175. Call 7237874 after 5 
p.m. 077-3
17. FO R  R E N T
SPRING QUARTER, cabin 20miles up Bitterroot, up 
to 2 students. 549-8640. Call after 6 p.m. 076-4
18. R O O M M A TE S  N EED ED
FEMALE roommate needed. $50 plus half utilities. 
543-5967. 077-3
MALE OR FEMALE to share 2 bdrm apt. with male 
student. See Ken at 839 Sherwood, Apt. 2.
_________________________________ 0732
20. M IS C E LLA N E O U S
WANTED! GRAPHIC/PHOTO ARTISTS 
INTERESTED IN SHOWING. Chimney Comer. 
721-2773. 076-3
21. TR A VEL
EUROPE via PanAm 707, less than y2 economy fare, 
call toll free (39 p.m.), (800) 325-4867 or see your 
travel agent, 60-day advance payment required. 
Unitravel Charters. 056-41
22. G O O D  S TU FF
DINNER: THURS. jege crepes, Fri.: enchiladas, 
weekend: pizzas CHIMNEY CORNER 721-2773 
lunch specials fairly priced. 0732
C 8  . . .
•  Cont. from p. 1.
such action is "childish" and “no way 
to conduct business."
Eventually Gursky and Royland 
agreed to stay after Henderson had 
recessed the meeting to discuss the 
matter with them privately.
In addition to their objections that 
the board had not'had time to review 
the fiscal policy, Gursky and 
Royland also criticized the policy for 
being too vague.
Royland said parts of the policy left 
many unanswered questions.
For example, one item she cited 
concerned those functions which 
ASUM should not, according to the 
policy, allocate money for.
This item says in effect that 
student fees are not to be allocated 
for activities that are "predominantly 
socializing or festive in nature."
But ASUM Business Manager 
Steve Huntington, who drew up the 
proposed fiscal policy, said many 
parts of the policy, including those 
cited as ineligible for student funds, 
were left open to the discretion of 
board members.
M onday,
A p ril 11
Adam s F ield  House  
at
8 p.m .
Special Guest—Katy Moffatt
TICKETS
$5.00 UM Students 
$5.50 General 
$6.00 Day of the Show
at E li’s, Merc, UC Bookstore
--- -------------------- sports---------
Missoula ruggers to face Leprechauns
Tony Smith, a member of the All- 
Canada Rugby Team, will be among 
the Edmonton Leprechauns who will 
be in Missoula this weekend to play 
the University of Montana rugbyclub 
and the Missoula All-Maggots.
Smith, a fly-halfback, and the 
Leprechauns, last year's Alberta 
champions, will play the UM club 
Saturday at noon. The All-Maggots 
will play the Helena All-Biues 
afterwards.
Sunday the All-Maggots will face 
the Leprechauns, while the UM club 
plays the Helena club at 1:30 p.m.
The UM club and the Missoula All- 
Maggots were until last year one 
team. When the club split in two, the 
UM graduates went to play with the 
All-Maggots, while the UM students 
stayed to play on the UM team.
This leaves the UM club with less
experienced players. The UM 
players make up what they lack In ex­
perience with speed and finesse.
The UM club is the champion of 
the Montana Rugby Union, suffering 
only one defeat in union play last 
year.
Although the Helena All-Blues, 
who the local clubs will play this 
weekend, were not championship
An unorganized, but regular, 
group of soccer players will be play­
ing pick-up games behind the UM 
field house every day.
Bill Pederson, organizer of the 
group, said it is not an organized 
bunch of teams. He said “scratch up 
games" will be organized on Tues-
stock last season, they should 
provide some tough competition for 
the Missoula teams this year.
- Next weekend the UM rugby club 
is scheduled to play Billings, last 
year’s second ranked team.
The UM club practices Monday 
through Wednesday from 4:30 to 6 
p.m. behind the fieldhouse. Those 
who wish to join are invited to attend.
days and Thursdays from 5 to 7 p.m. 
and on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays from two to four.
Pederson said the teams will be co­
ed. The only requirement for playing 
is to show up at the games, where 
teams will be picked according to 
how many people come.
Sportswriters are.. .
.. .sportswriters are a kind of rude 
and brainless subculture of fascist 
drunks whose only function is to 
publicize and sell whatever the 
sports editor sends them out to 
cover. . . .
Which is a nice way to make a 
living, because it keeps a man busy 
and requires no thought at all. The 
two keys to success as a sportswriter 
are: (1) A blind willingness to believe 
anything you're told by the coaches, 
flacks, hustlers and other "official 
spokesmen” for the team owners 
who provide the free booze . . .  and 
(2) A Roget’s Thesaurus, in order to 
avoid using the same verbs and ad­
jectives twice in the same paragraph.
— HurtterS. Thompson
i JADE FROM DENVER
4 10* Beers 35*“ ,
r  1 0 - 1 1
Sandlot soccer organized
DAVE STONE, senior in forestry, takes a swing Tuesday during batting 
practice for his team on the lawn In front of the Health Science building. 
Campus Recreation sponsored intramural softball started Monday. The 
men’s, women’s and co-rec teams took advantage of the first warm days of 
the year to sharpen their skills in preparation tor the league finals In June. 
Winning teams receive the coveted Campus Recreation Champion t-shirts. 
(Montana Kaimin photo by Natalie Hoover.)
TRADING POST
S A L O O N
100BEERS
354 SHOTS
Whiskey or Tequila
10-11
H e id e lh a u s
BARRELS 
OF WINE
4.9 Gallons Available 
Red or White
BARRELS 
OF BEER
Vs Barrels or 1/« Barrels
HAPPY HOUR
Vi PRICE
Cocktails & Bottle Beer 
4:30 - 6:00 and 9 -10  p.i
i * S « S w a g *
Law students told women need coalition
By ROBIN BULMAN
M o n ta n a  K a im ln  R e p o r te r
Women’s lobby groups in Montana 
should form a "coalition" so that sup­
port for important legislation can be 
gathered quickly, a University of 
Montana law student said Wednes­
day at a meeting of the Women's Law 
Caucus.
Leslie Taylor, UM delegate to the 
National Conference on Women and 
Law, said the movement to rescind 
Montana's ratification of the Equal 
Rights Amendment caught state 
women’s groups "flat-footed."
The ERA council had disbanded
and no other statewide group ex­
isted, she said.
‘Broad Coalition'
Reporting on conference ac­
tivities, Taylor told about 15 persons 
that women's groups in New York 
have formed a "broad coalition."
The New York groups, she con­
tinued, contribute their money to a 
central fund and then meet before 
each legislative session to vote on 
which bills to.support.
Taylor, a first-year law student, 
noted that each group also lobbies 
on its own for special-interest 
legislation.
Now Appearing
tEres (Sjrag
April 5 - 1 0
.“Montana’s No. 1 Dive”,
AT CIRCLE SQUARE
Param oun t P ic tu res  Presents a R obert Evans p roduction  
a John Frankenhe im er f i lm  sta rring  R obert Shaw. Bruce Dern.
M arthe  Ke lle r B lack S unday' co -sta rring  Fritz Weaver and B ek im  Fehmiu. 
M usic  Scored by John W illiam s. D irector o f Photography John A. Alonzo. A.S.C.. 
Executive Producer Robert L  Rosen. Based on  th e  Novel by  Thom as H a m s 
Screenplay by Ernest Lehm an. K enneth  Ross a nd  Ivan M o ffa t 
P roduced by R obert Evans D irected  by John Frankenheim er,
Services by Connaught P ro d u c tio n s  In  Color P a n a v is io n " i i 
jRlRESTRICTID-asj |Read the Baniam papevtacld A Param oun t : ] M ^ A :
3 8 0 4  R e s e r v e  S t r e e t  
7 2 8 - 5 6 8 5
A delegate to the conference from 
New York said the coalition has 
worked well in that state, she added.
According to Taylor, speakers at 
the conference suggested that 
before starting to lobby, lobby 
groups should decide which com­
promises they will make to see that 
bills they support are passed.
Advanced planning 
Advanced planning may keep a bill 
from being “torn to bits," she said.
In some vyays, she said, lobbying 
practices in Montana are ahead of 
those in other states.
For example, she said, conference 
speakers mentioned writing bills as a 
possibility for lobbyists in other 
states. This already has been done in 
Montana.
However, Montana lags behind the 
rest of the nation in other areas, she 
said.
Discrimination workshop 
Taylor attended a workshop on 
discrimination against homosexuals
in employment, but said she found 
much of the information "irrelevant" 
because Montana lacks the 
organizations needed to combat dis­
crimination.
While speaking about dis­
crimination against homosexuals, 
Taylor pointed out that the Wis­
consin state bar had promised the 
National Conference on Women and 
Law about $3,600, but revoked the 
money after discovering a workshop 
on "Lesbian Law" was scheduled.
Other topics discussed at the 
conference were legal problems of 
the elderly, prostitutes, black women 
and the lega l r ig h ts  o f 
institutionalized women.
According to Taylor, about 2,500 
persons, mostly femalefaw students, 
attended the conference, held March 
24-27 in Madison, Wis.
UM's delegate was sponsored by 
the UM Student Bar Association, 
practicing women attorneys in 
Montana and Dean Robert Sullivan 
of the UM Law School.
Forestry school bus
The 39-seat bus owned by the 
University of Montana forestry 
school may be put up for sale 
because it . is failing to fulfill its 
purpose—saving money on field 
trips.
The 1960 model bus came 
primarily from research and 
extension course funds.
But overhead and maintenance 
costs plus the depreciation of the 
bus's value have made savings on 
field trips almost nil.
Forestry school students pay $15 a 
quarter for field trip expenses.
Lawrence Forcier, acting dean of 
the forestry school, said yesterday 
that the bus has not been appraised, 
but should be worth about $15,000.
The bus was reconditioned and re­
upholstered when the forestry 
school bought it, and according to 
Forcier, it is still in very good 
condition.
Proceeds from the proposed sale 
would go into a UM account, but the
|
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRES 
BEST SCREENPLAY nm r
Winner of 4 Academy 
Awards. Television Will 
Never Be The Same.
ENOS TONIGHT
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE •  TECMMOXOH ®  PANAVISK* •
THE GLORY, THE SUSPENSE, THE SPECTACULAR DRAMA 
OF THE MEN WHO WON THE MOST DECISIVE 
NAVAL BATTLE IN OUR HISTORY!
And Thrilling Companion Feature . . .
You’ll FEEL it  as 
w e ll as see it !
An
Event...
I l l  HE!
I  M i  • H E  KENNEOY 
I l f  M E - m f f i  BlIJi
OPEN 7:00 P.M. 
“Earthquake" First 
One Complete Show
GO WEST!
Drive-In 
Hwy. 10 West
goings on
• ASUM budgeting, 6:30 p.m., UC 
Montana Rooms.
• Publications Board. 7 p.m., UC 
114.
• Alpha Phi Omegaopen meeting, 
7 p.m., UC Montana Rooms,
• Transcendental meditation lec­
ture, 7:30 p.m., LA 140.
•  Wildlife Society lecture/siide 
show: Rattlesnake Mountains, 7:30 
p.m., Science Complex 131.
•  danceMontana concert, 8 p.m., 
University Theater.
•  Death and dying workshop, 9 
p.m., UC Montana Rooms.
To remove smoke stains from 
bricks mix 2 oz. soda, 1 oz. of pumice 
stone, 1 oz. of salt with water suf­
ficient to make a cream. Rub the 
bricks well with this composition and 
let stand for a few minutes and then 
brush off with a stiff brush.
— Answers to Questions
to be sold
forestry school will "get first crack at 
it for continuing education and 
research programs,” Forcier said.
The forestry school will, of course, 
still offer field trips. But the cost of 
chartering transportation has 
become more practical than keeping 
the bus, he said.
Because the bus is state property, 
the sale will be advertised and the 
bus will be put on a state surplus- 
property list.
Within 90 days the bus still is not 
sold, it will be put up for bid to the 
public.
ULAC to donate 
$11,250 to library
The $15,000 raised from last year's 
Aber Day kegger will be donated to 
the University of Montana Library 
and two off-campus organizations at 
the end of April, Bill Junkermier, 
University Liquid AssetsCorp. board 
chairman, said yesterday.
Junkermier said that the library’s 
share of the money will be $11,250 
and that the Missoula County Sheriff 
Department's Summer Youth 
Program and the Senior Citizen's 
Center will each receive $1,875.
Recipients for funds from this 
year’s kegger, scheduled for May 18, 
will include the library, the sheriffs 
youth program, and KUFM, the 
un iversity 's radio station, 
Junkermier added.
"May the children of the stock of 
Abraham, who dwell in this land, 
continue to merit and enjoy the good 
will of the other inhabitants; while 
everyone shall sit in the safety of his 
own vine and fig tree, and there shall 
be none to make him afraid.”
— George Washington
ROBERT ALTMAN'S] 
McCABE and 
MRS. MILLER
I Robert Altman is one of the 
I more imaginative and engaging 
I of the new Hollywood directors,
I and this funnysad. touching 
I vision of the past is one of his 
I best movies. Set in a 
I dilapidated northwest mining 
I town c. 1900, it features Warren 
I Beatty as a small-time gambler 
I and Julie Christie as the take- 
I charge madam (also opiated 
I mistress) of McCabe s bustling 
■ bordello The interest of big 
I business in McCabe s 
I enterprise, together with the 
I coming of organized religion to 
I the town, leads to his eventual 
I downfall. Beautiful imagery, a 
I quiet elliptical narrative., and 
I good acting combine to weave 
I a spell 1971 Color.
TUES-WED
THURS-FRI 
I tutotw j
I  515 SOUTH HIGGINS
IsHOWS at 7:00 & 9:15
'THIS TIME THE CONTRACTIONS 
ARB NOT GOING AWAY. TRUE 
LABOR ISKXNT1F&BY REG­
ULAR CONTRACTIONS MUCH 
.BECOME INCREASINGLY 
\S7R0N6ER~
oh. I'm  not a m a x  W eb only 
YET-JUST AN INTERN' ANINTBRN? 
BUT A PRETTY DARN WEY'RESEND- 
6000ONE, IF I  DO IN6 INTERNS 
SAYSOMYSELPf OUTTODEUVE*
m i.veoesm cjAN U AsiN TH E  
O.R.! BUT, HELL. WE INTERNS GOTTA 
PRACTICE EMERGENCIES JOQ, IF
WE'RE EVER GONG TO LEARN_ _ _ J
HOW V  REALLY HANDLE BfUTT'
. NOW, WEN!
ISTNISTHE NO,NO, 
HOTJENT? YOU TEU,
J  M E!
UNWH
GASP!
SEE, DUANE. THE PROBLEM IS 
N&VB NOW GOT F0REI6N POLICIES 
C0M/N6 OUTOUR EARS OYER HERE'. 
\WENEEOSOMETHN6 TDStMBOUZE 
* OUR SEW0U5NE9S ABOUT EVEN-  
O WALLY IMPLEMENTING THEM!
GEE. DUANE, PIEASE.BUDOY,
I  PONT THIS IS IMPORTANT! TTS 
KNOW, a . NOT FORME. I  MEAN. 
TVS NOT I  CAN GET BY. TfS... 
REALLY WELL. ITS FOR ANDY.. 
MYOE- ANDYY0UN6 ! ,  
HURTMENT. _
YEAH, THIS ISN'T 
\ MY USUAL 616!  I'M  
INTERNING IN PSY- 
JCHIATRY! f f j j fy
BACKTD6 ?! 
WELL, AS SOON AS WERE GOING 
WE CLARIFY REM! CRAZY OVER 
I  KNOW YOU'VE HERE'WHAT'S 
GOYA BACKLOG- TTTOOAtY? 
f
!  A DEFENSIBLE HOLD IT, 
HOMELAND LET ME
FOR SOVIET GET A
DISSIDENTSV PENCIL.. . 
/
FRANKLY. I'M  WORRIED ABOUT 
HIM. HE'S CARRYING A HEAVY 
LOAD RIGHT NOW, PARTICULARLY 
WTTH OUR NEW AFRICAN POLICIES! 
ANOTD NEVER ASK YOU HIMSELF. 
BUT, DUANE, THE MAN NEEDS \ 
I A  SYMBOL! I"**
UM art department to offer 
tenth annual art program
Now in its 10th year, the Saturday 
Arts Enrichment Program invites 
Missoula area children to participate 
in its 1977 program which begins 
April 16.
The program, sponsored by the 
U n ive rs ity  of M ontana art 
department, is open to children from 
the age of three years through high 
school.
Registration will begin at 9 a.m., 
April 16, in room 101,of the Fine Arts 
Building. To cover the cost of 
materials, 75 cents will be charged 
for each session.
The program, which will be 
conducted by students of Dick 
Reinholtz, associate professor of art, 
will consist of classes in the visual 
arts, music, dance, drama and 
writing.
For example, Reinholtz said 
younger children might be involved 
in painting, drawing or mimicry. One 
activity for the older children, he 
continued, may be writing and 
acting out scripts.
Reinholtz said he initiated the 
program in 1967 as a service to local 
children in addition to using it as a
lab for his undergraduate methods 
class.
Last year’s attendance ranged 
from 75-175 children each session, 
he said. In the past, most of the 
participants have been pre-school 
children, he added.
For information contact the art 
department office, 243-4181, for 
further information.
The Bell
"NATURAL"
•  No metal parts
•  Natural finish 
•  Rubber bits
Still At
pipe shoppe 
136 East Broadway 
Masonic Temple Building 
549-2181______
J -----------------------------------------------------------------------
Have your own rocks concert; 
just pour Southern Comfort 
over ice and turn on the musfc. 
Neat! Super with cola, 7UP, 
tonic, orange juice o r milk!
There’s nothing more d e lic io u s  than Southern Comfort4 on-the-rocks!
Coffee still a nickel
Directories
available
Faculty-staff directories are 
available free at the University 
Center information desk.
STRINGTOWN, Okla. (AP),—You 
can stillgetanickelcup of coffee—if 
it’s worth it.
To enjoy the 5-cent cup, you have 
to be an inmate at the Oklahoma 
medium security prison or a visitor 
subject to search on entry.
“Nobody thinks rnuch about it,” 
Warden Mack Alford said. “It's been a 
nickel. . .  for 20 years or better.” 
And the low price may not last 
long. "We'll probably have to go up 
on the price one of these days,” 
Alford said.
House printers running $1 billion business on the side
(AP) — Two House clerks are 
drawing annual salaries of nearly 
$15,000 each while running their own 
$1-million-a-year private printing 
businesses rent-free on the Capitol 
grounds.
House Republican Leader John 
Rhodes said he was shocked by the 
disclosure, which surfaced Wednes­
day, and vowed to try to change the 
apparently legal arrangement.'
House Speaker Thomas O’Neil, a 
Democrat, said he would look into 
the matter, but did not criticize the 
subsidized operations.
Rhodes said through a spokes­
man, "This is just one of the 
archaisms around this place that 
need to be re-examined and 
changed.”
He said he would call a meeting of 
the GOP House leaders after the 
Easter recess “to decide what our 
alternatives are.”
“ It's clear that some other 
arrangement is necessary because I 
don’t approve of Congress sub­
sidizing these people," he said.
Until now the public has been 
denied a look at the books of the two 
print shops, which print millions of 
newsletters, questionnaires, notices, 
political flyers and other material at
bargain rates for members of 
Congress.
The General Accounting Office 
(GAO) released audits of the two 
printing operations for the first time 
Tuesday, showing that the clerks, 
Thomas J. Lankford and David R. 
Ramage, each had total sales ex­
ceeding $1 million last year.
As the Republican printing clerk, 
Lankford draws a House salary of 
$14,920 and provides free printing 
for the GOP House leadership. He 
also was paid a $77,400 salary as 
president of his one-man 
corporation, Thomas J. Lankford, 
Inc., which does cut-rate printing for 
House Republican members.
His firm, which has no other 
stockholders, retained net after-tax 
earnings of $43,595.
Ramage, the House Democratic 
printing clerk, drew the identical 
public salary and took out another 
$41,470 in salary from his own 
corporation and let the firm retain 
after-tax profits of $60,940.
Both printing firms receive about 
6,500 square feet of free office space 
in the underground garage of the 
Rayburn House Office Building, 
along with free janitorial services, 
local telephone services, heat, light,
air conditioning, delivery service, 
and electricity.
Ramage and Lankford own their 
own printing equipment and pay 
their employes union wages.
GAO, the auditing arm of 
Congress, did not estimate the value 
to the businesses of the rent-free 
space and other public benefits. One 
competing printing firm put it at 
about $46,000 a year each.
The House leadership has allowed 
the two businesses to grow up over 
the years with little supervision. 
Technically, Lankford works for 
Republican Leader John Rhodes, 
but a spokesman for the Arizona 
congressman said that in fact 
Lankford “ runs an independent fief- 1 
dom.” Lankford himself said “there 
are no regulations that I know of" in 
connection with his use the public 
facilities.
Ramage denied repeated requests 
for interviews Tuesday and Wednes­
day.
Both businesses have grown 
rapidly in the past decade as House 
members have increased their use of 
mass-mailed newsletters and ques­
tionnaires. Congressional mail 
volume tripled in the last 10 years, to
Study shows Colorado weapons plant 
releases radiation in surrounding area
(AP) — Soil around the Rocky 
Flats nuclear weapons plant, 16 
miles from Denver, contains 
unusually high levels of radioactive 
plutonium and cesium, a county 
health official says.
Test results of 72 soil samples 
taken in a 20-mile radius of the plant 
indicate people living in the area may 
be exposed to a higher than normal 
risk of cancer and birth defects, ac­
cording to Dr. Carl Johnson.
Johnson, director of the Jefferson 
County Health Department, said 
levels of cesium in the test area ran as 
high as 25 times the expected levels 
and plutonium levels as much as 
3,300 times the normal levels. Those 
findings came from soil samples 
analyses performed by Eberline 
Laboratory in Albequerque, N.M.
Operations at Rocky Flats include 
construction of the plutonium 
triggers for atom and hydrogen 
bombs and fabrication of the ex­
plosive package for nuclear 
weapons. It is the only plant in the 
United States where such work is 
done.
Officials at Rockwell International, 
which operates the Rocky Flats plant 
for the Energy Research and 
Development Administration, said 
the plutonium readings probably 
were correct.
Dr. Robert Yoder, director of 
health, safety and environment at the 
plant, said the plutonium readings 
resulted from normal background 
radiation and radiation released 
when barrels used to store 
plutonium-contaminated machine
The War of Jenkins' Ear was the 
popular name given to the war 
between Spain and Great Britain in 
1739, which was occasioned partly 
by the tortures undergone by Robert 
Jenkins, an English ship captain.
— Answers to Questions
oil were stored outside the plant, 
rotted and leaked.
Yoder, however, disagreed with 
the cesium findings. Cesium is a 
man-made element which exists only 
as a product of fission, the chain- 
reaction process of an atomic bomb.
The presence of cesium, 
plutonium and other radioactive 
elements is measured by the 
disintegration of subatomic particles 
in their atoms. As a result of at­
mospheric nuclear tests, said Yoder, 
enough radioactive cesium has been 
released to produce readings of 20 to 
80 disintegrations per minute 
anywhere in the United States.
Johnson said no such nationwide 
measure of background radiation 
from cesium exists. He said a nuclear 
test would produce cesium 
m easurem ents o f th ree 
disintegrations per minute in the test 
area, but soil samples yielded results 
of from 6.4 to 75 disintegrations per 
minute.
"I don’t see how they could pass it 
off as background radiation," he 
said.
Johnson pointed to fires at the 
Rocky Flats plant in 1957 and 1969 
and the build-up of plutonium on air 
filters at the plant as possible oc­
casions for a fission reaction that 
might have produced cesium.
Yoder sajd flatly that there had 
never been a fission reaction at the 
plant. He said the location of the 
Rocky Flats plant — on a plain ad­
jacent to the Rocky Mountains — 
probably contributed to the readings 
reported by Johnson. Winds sweep­
ing down mountain canyons tend to
concentrate dust and other particles 
in narrow land channels such as the 
Rocky Flats area, he said.
401 million pieces in the year ending 
last June 30.
The subsidies and salaries given to 
Ramage and Lankford, along with 
the rising cost of congressional mail, 
are among the factors making this 
the first biliion-dollar Congress. The 
legislative branch is budgeted to 
spend just over $1 billion this year.
At his regular morning news 
conference O'Neill said he believed 
the two clerks did no outside work. 
Actually, public records show 
Lankford performswork regularly for 
the Republican Congressional 
Boosters Club and the National 
Republican Congressional Com­
mittee, both of which raisemoney for 
political campaigns.
A check of public records also 
shows that Lankford regularly 
donates to the Boosters Club and the 
Congressional Committee. He has 
given a total of $7,000 since 1968.
The audit shows the firms owned 
by Lankford and Ramage provide 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
free credit to House members, who 
sometimes take months and even 
years to pay their printing bills.
“This is like running a finance 
company without any interest,” 
Lankford said, adding that he has 
never sued non-paying House 
members.
The audit shows his corporation 
aiso paid $22,000 last year for 
promotion, which he said consisted 
mostly of treating House members 
and their staff aides to sporting 
events, lunches and a party forabout 
500 guests, "just like any other 
business."
Lankford and Ramage both 
received their public jobs through 
political connections. Lankford said 
he was appointed in 1953 by then 
GOP leader CharlesHalleck, a fellow 
Indianan.
Ramage. a former assistant 
stationery clerk in the House, 
secured his job in 1969 from fellow 
Oklahoman Carl Albert, then 
Democratic leader.
Other businesses, including news 
media. Western Union and airline 
and railroad ticketing agencies, also 
receive free space and utilities in the 
Capitol, but none also receive a 
public salary.
In the Senate, printing of 
newsletters and other official corres­
pondence is done by Senate em­
ployes using Senate-owned 
equipment and printing of political 
material is forbidden.
The GAO has done four previous 
routine audits of Lankford and 
Ramage but none of them have been 
made public. Only the top congres­
sional leaders and the clerks 
themselves were given copies.
This year, however, the GAO 
decided to release the audit reports.
The St. Helen's Catholic Church, 
in Westfield, N.J., organized a blood- 
bank program for parishioners and 
instructed donors to take no 
medicines before giving blood ex­
cept "aspirin, antacids, vitamins and 
birth-control pills.”
— The National Observer
©1977 JOS SCHLrrZ BREWING CO . MILWAUKEE. WIS
THE DEAN OF BEER'S QUICKIE QUIZ.
Q: Chill-Lagering is:
a) A popular German country and western singer.
b) A Scandinavian winter sport played without clothes.
c) A new ethnic TV comedy about the owner of an ice 
cube factory.
d) The right way to age beer.
A: (d) Sorry. Chill-Lagering is not Olga and Svend 
running around in a snowstorm in their birthday 
suits. Chill-Lagering is the way Schlitz ages beer. 
They age it cold. Vfery cold. Down to 29.5 degrees.
The result is a beer with sparkling clarity. A 
beer that’s crisp, clean and bright.
I suggest you look into one right now.
THERE'S JUST ONE WORD 
FOR BEER.
I
Lai
■
ndry's Used Vacuums 
Buy-Sell-Trade & Repair
All M akes & Models 
Used Canisters Start at $8.88 
Uprights at $12.95 
131 Kensington 542-2908
C EN TER
C O U R S E S
Add/Drop
Deadline
Mon.-Apr. 11
